The Great Migration into smaller Nations

when you are done protesting (another form of affirmation), demonstrating, making a noise, global
rallying, throwing pebbles at the castle, signing petitions, filing lawsuits, hiring or admiring lawyers
serving class actions on your behalf, praising new nuremberg trials without realizing the original was
probably a setup by the same virus who controls the alleged viral outbreak you are trying to oppose
right now, violating so-called constitutional or human rights, when you are exhausted, or perhaps
just before, having exhausted all legal options, still fatally hoping to fight or change the system from
within, wanting to save your country and every woman, man and child... when you are done
copy/paste 1000's of posts about doctors, masks, vaccines, which promote fear and paranoia rather
than education, having joined countless new groups and initiatives on the other side of the planet
without knowing them...
when you come to your senses and realize all of the above won't change much in your village, town,
hood, on the street or possibly even within your lifetime, no arab, european, asian or worldwide
spring is going to make your or anyone's life better, on the contrary, it grants the oppressor to step
up their game, increase and justify force or simply increase tariffs, fuel levies and food prices... the
creatures behind and running the matrix could even quell an uprising of 6 billion and more, it'll be
ugly, with losses on both sides, but they would come out on top again, they have prepared and
made provisions much better than anyone of us... let them eat cake...
when you realize society is splitting 80/20 or 90/10, the cement is hardening and there is no
convincing anyone any more, but knowing the 20 or 10% minority is a large enough contingent to
continue and provide all goods & services for the non-mask wearing unvaccinated healthy people
who want to carry on in new ways, breaking away from the statist hypnosis, thus declaring
themselves to the world, correcting their status, establishing independent sovereign nations,
alternative micro-economies, our own transport and communication networks, then the great
migration is ready to grow wings and you are finally on the move towards freedom...

now is the time to isolate those people within each profession and inform them about the great
migration, for we know there are plenty doctors, dentists, engineers, web developers, farmers,
beekeepers, midwives, carpenters, pilots, solar technicians, fishermen and free people among us,
they just don't know or are able to fathom how the future is going to look or work, a future of 100's
or 1000's of independent tribes, nations, communities, neighbourhoods, enclaves or any other
traditional stronghold wanting to self-govern and determine their own affairs; this is the only way to
starve and deny the statist system of its energy, labour and support.
it's not an easy road, the path of the activist certainly ain't the path of least resistance, but ask
yourselves, what do we have to lose ? everything, if we don't take a leap of faith soon, facilitating
new forums, platforms and means of exchange... instead of designing placards for a fruitless protest
outside faceless buildings, start drawing plans for (y)our new republics and nations, i.e. flags,
passports, travel documents or anything required according to your customs and beliefs... be plenty,
be colourful and let's cooperate like a mycelium network in the forest...
the great migration is to cancel all contracts with any state, deregister any property and/or anything
else previously registered, i.e. yourself, children, home, car, boat, planes, companies, businesses,
etc, then lawfully record them inside your independent sovereign nation of choice; here you will set
up guilds for quality control, like friends watching and advising each other, no punitive measures
and/or fines issued by a centralized government or its corporate agencies. In your nation you will
determine how much is a fair contribution towards the maintenance of your society, no more
taxman, middleman, agencies or useless broker, that alone will save you plenty, direct
administration, possibly using modern technologies like the blockchain as long as electricity flows...
nothing will stop us from rolling out our own power grids, internet and communication... we will
make our own fuel too, have private airstrips up country and access our own port of entry if
necessary...
everything is possible now, but stop wasting your time, let the vaccine roll out, let them control all
major airports and airlines, let them wear masks forever and succumb to subservience, they are
gone... not saying you cannot be friends with vaccinated people or those who fear the virus and
government repercussions due to non-compliance, we the free people on earth don't have a
problem with them, if they want citizenship and citizenchip, we can tolerate them, but they and
their overlords usually have an issue accepting our decision to opt out....
praise the 'virus' for pointing out the pioneers and shedding the sheep,
truthfully,
jan a people of good hope
you can start the journey by visiting these websites :
>>> https://www.republicofgoodhope.com <<<
>>> https://www.micronation.world <<<
>>> https://giftoftruth.wordpress.com <<<

